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OpSec® presents: OpSec® 
SmartCheck with OpSec® 
Insight platform for robust and 
efficient product authentication 

Validate hologram (OVD) authenticity with the ease 
of a smartphone.
The growing problem of counterfeits and diverted product in the supply chain is a constant 

concern for brand and revenue protection professionals. Even for those who have already 

deployed product authentication methods, it is challenging to detect a growing volume of ‘good 

enough’ counterfeits.

Overt product authentication methods are important in enabling quick and easy product 

verification throughout the supply chain. Organizations are increasingly looking to validate 

these visual checks with a greater level of confidence without the cost and complexity of 

traditional covert methods (taggants or IR inks).

Often, organizations manage a broad range of product categories and authentication solutions. 

As a result, they require an easy to use, consistent solution to improve the detection accuracy 

of existing overt authentication methods and enable a deeper level of inspection. Likewise, 

revenue protection professionals have a higher number of enforcement stakeholders, including 

brand protection, customs and trading standards, all working to tighter timelines than ever 

before. These teams require a simple, reliable solution that enables compliance. The experts at 

OpSec Security provide a comprehensive, robust, and efficient solution to this challenge with 

OpSec® SmartCheck. 

OpSec® SmartCheck is a smartphone enabled Optically Variable Device (OVD) validation tool, 

using advanced Artificial Intelligence (AI), which offers clients an additional, reliable method of 

validating overt OVD features with a high level of confidence.

The solution adds a high level of authentication to visual checks, can be implemented quickly 

across a variety of inspection stakeholders using existing technologies, and does not require 

any additional devices. SmartCheck integrates easily with our cloud-based, highly secure, 

digital brand protection platform, OpSec® Insight, to provide greater levels of authentication 

confidence.  

SmartCheck is ideal for organizations looking for a single service to manage a broad range 

of product categories and authentication solutions. If your products require an easy-to-use 

method of revenue protection and inspection across the supply chain, then SmartCheck by 

OpSec is the answer.  

SmartCheck adds a high level of 

authentication to visual checks, can 

be implemented quickly across a 

variety of inspection stakeholders 

using existing technologies, and 

does not require any additional 

devices.  
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How does OpSec® SmartCheck provide the easiest 
and most streamlined solution for on-product 
authentication?
Combines the benefits of overt and covert authentication, in one solution. Field inspectors 

can perform quick visual checks and robust smartphone verification via the same OVD.

Works with existing mobile devices. Easily deploy to a greater number of stakeholders to 

broaden the scope of detection.

Easy to use. Reduce the cost of equipping and training field inspectors.

Quick and robust results. Robust and fast AI-driven results enable stakeholders to improve 

efficiency. 

Combines with OpSec Security’s broader authentication technologies. Integrates with 

OpSec’s suite of proprietary high security and brand protection technologies for a solution 

customized to your requirements.

How SmartCheck Works

SmartCheck by OpSec:

 ■ Combines the benefits of overt 

and covert authentication in 

one solution

 ■ Fast and robust authentication

 ■ Scalable and easy to deploy, 

improving efficiency

 ■ Integrates with our established 

on-product authentication 

and tracking solutions (Insight 

Track and Trace) enabling 

greater confidence through 

multilayer authentication 

 ■ Clients can integrate and 

customize with our wide range 

of proprietary high security 

OVD features for brand 

enhancement

Unique OpSec
Originated 
Hologram
Trusted & Secure

Scan Product
With simple smartphone
application

Smart Insights on
Counterfeit Activity
Understand counterfeit trends
and intelligence

Instant
Authentication

Via OpSec’s Insight
mobile application
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How to Implement SmartCheck
As a brand, you may select from the extensive OpSec range of on-product authentication 

solutions: 

 ■ Textile Labels

 ■ Hangtags

 ■ Pressure Sensitive Labels

Featuring:

 ■ SmartCheck enabled Holograms (OVDs) and QR codes

 ■ Secure serialization (with random validation codes) assigns custom product 

information to IDs

 ■ Centrally manufactured and shipped from secure global fulfillment centers

 ■ Easy and intuitive online ordering

How To Use SmartCheck to validate authenticity and 
more
Using the OpSec® Insight mobile app, field inspectors can simply scan the SmartCheck enabled 

OVD and receive instant authenticity validation without the need for security feature training or 

specialist hardware. Figure A

Scanning the product QR code provides instant, detailed information about the shipment, 

product and authenticity validation. Figure B 

Figure A Figure B
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OpSec® SmartCheck is an ideal 

solution for brands in Automotive, 

Fashion, Electronics, Footwear, 

Medical Device, Consumer Products, 

and Government Authentication.  

SmartCheck is also secure enough 

for high-value documents, 

certificates, and deeds. 

How Brands Gain Intelligence from SmartCheck
SmartCheck provides invaluable business intelligence on authentication events and tracks 

goods through the supply chain.  

 ■ Track and report authentication and wider program-defined events using powerful BI 

dashboards

 ■ Identify gray market diversion, parallel trade, and understand trends

The industry has come to trust OpSec’s suite of on-product authentication solutions paired 

with our secure cloud-based OpSec® Insight platform, which delivers provenance, material 

makeup, manufacturing data, sustainability, safety, security, location, and availability. You have 

always been able to easily authenticate your product at any step of the way using our easy 

OpSec® Insight Mobile App. That easy-to-use functionality still exists and with the addition 

of SmartCheck, provides greater authentication confidence, compliance, and deeper levels of 

inspection across the supply chain. 

Contact The Brand Protection Experts
OpSec® SmartCheck is an ideal solution for complex and varied products to improve detection 

accuracy and enable a deeper level of inspection. Contact the experts at OpSec to request a 

sample and a consultation to discuss a customized solution to fit your specific challenges.
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About OpSec

OpSec Security is the global market leader in securing and protecting brands. 

After decades of leadership in brand protection technology, OpSec grew to become the leading provider of fully 

integrated brand and document security, providing companies and governments with myriad solutions to help our 

customers ensure brand quality, reputation, and integrity.

OpSec is a leading innovator in online brand and digital content protection, offering our clients end-to-end 

safeguards against counterfeiting, piracy, and unauthorized usage. We continue to innovate, finding increasingly 

advanced ways to meet an ever-growing range of threats. Even as the counterfeiters, pirates, and other bad actors 

employ more sophisticated ways to damage your brand, we never stop getting better at protecting it. 

For more information, visit www.opsecsecurity.com 
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